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Global Urban Corridors
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Source: Georg, Blaschke, and Taubenböck (2016: Figures 4 and 7).
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Earlier and Older Corridors’ Features

1. A linear shape, varied length (hundreds of kilometers), 

width, and boundary with a well-developed surface 

transport infrastructure

2. Market-induced with very limited formal national and 

subnational planning and purpose and little inter-city or 

trans-local coordination

3. Anchored to and pass through or by several major 

national (capitals) and international centers and their 

hinterlands in more advanced economies

4. Relatively limited inter-city and intra-corridor imbalance 

and inequality
Source: Xiangming Chen.



The BRI Corridors’ Features

1. Continuous, long(er) distance, degree of linearity, large 

gaps, open and unclear boundaries; amounting to the 

largest scale of global regionalization and creating a 

new era of urban-regional corridorisation

2. Primarily and purposefully China-initiated and anchored 

to discrete and linked infrastructure projects

3. Cover a large variety of less developed countries and 

cities with rescaled hinterlands (varied coherence)

4. Contain more marginal places with difficult access to 

them and greater uneven development among them

5. Cross many international borders (gaps) with new land-

sea links for openning up landlocked places
Source: Xiangming Chen.
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1. The BRI as a grand state-driven 
geopolitical strategy

2. The BRI as powerful regionalization

3. The BRI as a global urban question

4. The BRI as a politics of scale issue

5. The BRI as a China-centric study

6. The BRI as a (geo)logistics focus

How to Study and Understand the BRI?

Source: William, Robinson and Bouzarovski (2019) and Chen (2020).



Existing research topics on the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)

Source: William, Robinson and Bouzarovski (2020: Table 1).


